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j?rosh Frolic Finds
»44 Eds In Reverse

titont

,ek from loCay, Oct. 23. is the. against performing more than one
W " ..£ from all the rest for the duty.
^benefit cf the class of 1344.
4. All Freshmen shall stand until
PRICE: TEN GENTS
IT Frc.ic iormerly known as upperclassmen have been «eated in the VOL.BATES COLLEGE, LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16, WO.
^s Holiday. 1" been *™«*ed Commons. This concerns first and sec#
t care by several popuitj- ond shifts of the noon meal.
■*" S C 0f the Student Council. The
5. All Freshmen who have appeared
^Wll be posted in the near future, before the "UNHOLY THIRTEEN"
tsli<*t0 WS-;
shall participate in a skit in front of
foll"
' inFresanien are to wear their Hathorn Hall at 1:1B p. m.
1
directly cpposed to the usual
6. Freshmen, when talking with all
cl0 6
upperclassmen, shall address them as
* * this means:
'flie regulation ties shall be worn "sir".
7. Whenever an
upperclassman
■Jjjl, shall be completely but- shouts, "Air raid!' at a freshman that
,over the spinal column.
treshman shall fall to the ground and
, Trousers shall be worn in re- lying prostrate fire imaginary "Archie"
gun at imaginary dive bombers—this
"Ti Freshman hats shall be worn should be accompanied by appropriate
The program for the fifth annual
sound effects from the freshman.
Concert and Lecture Series will fea,„, over neck.
8. A tug-of-war will be held between
, Topcoat and suitcoat must also
ture such headliners as George Sokolv
reshrr>en and a'l virile upperclaas'm backwards.
sky, Ella Belle Davis, and Ernst Wolff,
sweaters except men (along the road passing behind
according to an announcement by
[0 All heavy
• ecks are :orbidden. These must be Hathorn Hall).
Prof. August Buschmann. director of
(a) All Freshmen are instructed to
with the "V" in back.
the series. Six noted personages have
iroro
The year's first all-college holiday
> light sweaters must be worn change to old clothes after the 3:30
already been secured for appearances
Voters! Today is the last day
and a special train for Garnet followclass.
on the Bates campus, and the name
^er shirt.
that information will be given reFresh from a 12-7 victory over the
ers will highlight the opening grid
(b) The side is declared the victor
of another speaker on a literary sub•This rule shall be in effect from
garding
absentee
balloting
rules
in
stubborn Jumbos of Tufts, the Bobmatch of the state series with the
ject is to be announced later.
,.00-4:30 p. m- Freshmen having 11 which pulls the other through a stream
your state. The C. A. Social Action
cats of Bates will travel to Boston
University of Maine on Oct. 26. Arclock classes and eating at first meal ejected from a hose.
The series will be opened on SunCommittee
has
representatives
in
rangements have been completed by
(c) The losers are advised to repair once again this Saturday in an attempt
'm wait until 12:30.
day
evening, Nov 3, by Dr. Charles
Rana
Hall
and
Chase
Hall
today
to remain in the victory column with
the Student Council whereby student
2 From 7:30 a. m. until 3:30 p.m. to warm clothing at once.
from 1 to 2 to answer your quesH. Tozier. who will present a lecture
a win from the Huskies of Northeasttickets
to
the
game,
train
tickets,
and
*The above rules will cease to funcF«hmen must carry upperclassmen's
Illustrated by motion pictures in techtions. This is the third day this
a box lunch for those eating at the
tion at 4:30 p. m. following the tugbooks at their request.
nicolor on The Story of Creation".
service has been offered and repThe Huskies may prove a tough nut
Commons
and
at
Fiske
will
all
be
ob3. Freshmen must perform house- of-war.
Dr. Tozier. an outstanding expert in
I esents one of many functions perto crack. Their line is reported to be
tained
for
$2.05.
**If the Freshmen win the tug-ofcleaning duties at the request of upmicro-photography, does much of his
formed by the C.A.
one of the strongest In Yankeeland.
The Council wishes to stress the fact
perclassmen. A certificate from the up- war, they will be permitted to look Good starters and plenty of reserve
work under the auspices of a grant
that this special rate will be available
from the Carnegie Corporation.
perclassman shall be adequate guard smug until 7:40 on Monday.
material will make this wall a hard
only to those who purchase their tickone to gain through. In Joe Dias. th'
Dr. Charles Cestre, who was origiets at the Athletic Office on WednesGeorge E. Sokolsky
Huskies have a back who may well
nally
scheduled to deliver the openday and Thursday of next week. Train
turn the battle away from the Bobcats
ing lecture on American poets, has
fare, costing $1.50, and game tickets,
in favor of Northeastern. Last Saturfound It Impossible to leave France,
at 55 cents, will be sold only on those
The clause in the C. A. A flight
and will be unable to fulfill his Amerday Dias scored both ot the touchtwo days, Oct. 23 and 24, from 1 to 5
ican lecture engagements.
downs htat enabled the Huskies to course application whereby the student p. m. If the tickets are not purchased
shake a two-year Jinx and defeat pledges himself to apply for aviation at that time, both prices will be cononly
graduated
from
high
school
last
The second feature of the series will
By Constance Roy '41
An exhibition debate at Bethel with
Springfield 12-7. This alone would seem work in one of Uie military services siderably higher.
be "George E. Sokolsky, noted author,
My one glimpse of the theatrical summer, and two Bates girls, Cassie
of
the
United
States
has
been
changthe University of Vermont opens the
to prove that Northeastern is a strongindustrial relations consultant, and
world I gained this summer as a sum- Poshkus '40 and myself.
season for the men's varsity Friday
er team than the one Bates handed a ed. It now reads, "I intend to apply.." Victory Dance
All
together,
it
took
us
three
weeks
columnist for the" New York Herald
mer student of the dramatic school
This
change
may
interest
a
number
In
Evening
evening as David Jennings '41 and
10-7 beating last year.
connected with the Deertrees Theatre to learn that we were all amateurs,
Present plans include a Victory Charles Buck '42 oppose the proposi- Tribune, who will present "The Ameriof applicants whom the pledge had
Husky Record
that
we
had
to
start
from
scratch,
at Harrison, Maine. It was a tremenkept from taking the course, as well Dance, to begin approximately at 9:00 tion "That the Power of the Federal can Way of Life on Nov. 18. Mr.
Is Unimpressive
Soklosky, described by Time Magazine
dous jolt from beginning to end; ap- that we were not "born" Cornells
o'clock. Since the dance must be Government should be increased."
Northeastern has not piled up a very as those fellows who could not take
whom
the
world
had
callously
ignored
as the "star-spangled spieler for capproximately seven weeks' worth of
the course for lack of parental per- shortened considerably, admission will
—in other words, to admit that we favorable record this season so far.
italism", has been enthusiastically reThe
debate
is
being
entertained
by
be
lowered
to
25
cents.
There
will
be
mission,
according
to
Mr.
Powell,
cojolting.
They have suffered three defeats from
only ten dances, and the intermission Gould Academy, and the principal, ceived on the Town Hall of the Air.
Our class was composed of nine stu- were willing to start at the beginning.
Rhode Island. Vermont and American ordinator of the course.
From
there
on,
the
work
really
startElwood Ireland '22, father of Robert December Program
dents, widely varying in age and exThe first group of ten have already dances will be the fifth and sixth.
International. Their sole victory is last
Ireland 40, will preside at the debate. An Innovation
perience. There was a dignified ma- ed. We learned how to walk using only Saturday's decision over the Gymnasts attended thci. first ground school sesA box lunch will be supplied on the
our
legs
and
not
our
whole
bodies,
we
The December lecture, presented by
Won in her sixties from Canada who
Four upperclassmen and sixteen
of Springfield. The Bobcats have al- sion in Hathorn HaU last Friday train to all men eating at the Comwas learning about the theatre so that learned how to stand on one leg withnight. At that time Mr. Frank Darling mons and to the women eating at freshmen survived last week's prelim- the Student Government, will be someready
taken
a
game
from
American
she could direct the Little Theatre out losing our balance, we learned International, so, if logic is anv good, one of the flight instructors, arranged Fiske Dining Halt. All others are ad- inaries for new debaters and have oeen thing of an innovation. Bashka Paeff.
sculptress who designed the war megroup back home. There was a mar- how to mouth vowels and consonants,
they should be capable of winning a tentative flight schedule for the vised to bring lunches of their own, assigned to debate* on Tuesday, Oct.
ried couple, who are still in their so that they could Be heard 150 feet from the Huskies. At any rate, the group. Actual flying will start soon, since there will be little time to pur- 29. in final competition for member- morial at the head of the bridge in
rrenlies and have two beautiful chil- away, without seeming to scream; we game will not be a pushover for either probably within the next few days. At chase meals on the trip.
ship on the varsity and freshman Kittery, Maine, will give "A Demonstration of the Principles of Modeldren, who were broadening their field were taught how to Umber a voice as
present Mr. Dingley, of the airp' rt,
side.
The train will leave Lewiston squads.
ing". Some member of the audience
of knowledge. There was a red-headed an athlete would his muscles, how to
is
waiting
for
the
two
sixty-five
horse
Judging from last Saturday's enpromptly at 9:15 Saturday morning
At
3:30
p.
m.
four
juniors
will
dewill
be brought onto the stage and the
boy from Pennsylvania, who had just take off flesh in particular spots by counter with Tufts, the Garnet-clad powered Aaron.**. Mr. Durgir, coach ^
^ ^ & ^
bate the question of federal power artist will model his or her head,
turned nineteen and had decided he particular exercises, and how to walk warriors have gained in strength and of the winter sports group, was also
march down to the railroad station with Myra Hoyt and William Barr op- meanwhile lecturing and answering
wanted to be a musical-comedy star. up and down stairs without swiveling determination. That game was mark- present at the class period Friday to
beginning at 8.45.
posing Russell Hauser and John LJoyd. questions.
He supported himself by running his hips too obviously.
fill out the required insurance papers
We were given lessons in "Imaglna- ed by the righting spirit of every mem
The freshmen are grouped in three de(Continued on page four)
Band
To
March
own dancing school while at Deerfor
the
boys.
ber of the Garnet squad. With such a
bates with Charles Panagopoulos and
Through
Bangor
trees. There was a wealthy young col- tion". We thought with varying emo- will to win the Bobcats should make
With the first quota of ten filled,
The train will arrive at Bangor at Paul Dunn meeting Madeline Butler
lege girl from New York City, who is tions of juicy steaks, bird-dogs. Colo the Huskies fight for any advantage plans are being made for a second
nial
houses,
English
gardens,
daffodils,
11.40
and during the 50 minute stop and Viiginia Simcr.s at 4:15. The Brut
going into opera, and a little secretary
group of ten students. Those in the
wood-smells,
strawberry
lollypops, they may gain.
there the band will again lead a evening debat.' will find Elizabeth
from "West Virginia who struggled for
News scribes scored Bates' victory first group are: Howard L Baker,
Florence Skinner and Mildred
eight weeks to get rid of the most roller-coaster sensations, and sunsets. over Tafts as an upset. Yet, when one Raphael Boyle, Richard Fee, Arthur march through the streets of that city. Cort,
r
Yam
opposing Barbara Jones, SuJust
for
exercise,
of
course.
The
walk
from
the
station
at
Webster
charming southern accent I've ever
reads that the Pcncats made 12 first Fontaine, Thomas Hetherman, Burton
Four separate news items concernto the football field will take about 20 zanne Maurand and Despina Doukas
(Continued on page four)
heard. There was a young boy who
Knust,
John
Morris.
Paul
Murphy.
downs to Tufts' 3. and piled up 188
at 7:00 while at 8.00 Robert Maclar- ing college dramatic organizations
minutes,
and
the
game
will
begin
at
yards rushing against their opponents John Prokop. and Richard Thompson.
lane. Vincent McKusick and Norman serve to illustrate the manifold activ1:30.
68, one wonders ji'st how much of an
Temple will debate Charlotte Stache- ities which must be carried on during
The train will leav» for Lewiston at
upset the victory was.
iek, Arnold Stevens, and Donald Day. the production of a Robinson play.
exactly 5:15!
Flanagan Flashes
Sale of tickets: Season tickets may
For Bobcats
Supper will have to be snatched on
still
be obtained from any member of
Several players stood out in the last
the run, during a 10-minute stop-over
quite a few are majoring in psycholHeelers and Robinson Players. As a
By Paul Edward Foamier '44
encounter. Outstanding was Tom
at Bangor. The train wnll arrive home
special service to townspeople it has
It has been found after a thorough ogy and biology.
(Continued on page four)
The freshman dance class committee at 8:15, leaving 45 minutes to prepare
The
popular
majors
for
the
junior
been arranged that holders of season
search :h ough the records in *.be Regunder the direction of Marilyn Miller ror the dance.
men
are
economics,
history
and
govtickets living in Lewiston and Auburn
istrar's rffice Has* the most popular
'41, has announced that organized
may leave their tickets with Miss Jean
course for boln men and women is that ernment, and biology. As usual, the
Special College Selective Service
classes will begin this Friday. They
Reid at the College Book Store and
'eading to the A.B. degree. At present, A.B. students are In the majority
registrars
were
on
hand
this
morning
arc to be given every Friday afternoon
with
69
per
cent
of
the
class
compared
34
call by telephone for reservations.
Per cent of the men and 36 per cent
at 7 o'clock in the President's outer offrom four to five o'clock for the next
•f the women are studying to bc-curro to the 31 per cent of B.S. students.
fice to take care of the first contingent Season ticket holders may reserve
their seats for each play two weeks
Of the junior women, 91 per cent
Dressed in full tribal regalia. Young five weeks.
Bachelors of Scir < e. while 66 pf cent
of registrants. It has been estimated
The classes are free to freshmen
beforehand; single ticket purchasers
°f the men and 64 per cent of the wo- are working for their Bachelor of Arts Thundercloud, an Oklahomian Indian,
that about 300 students will answer
who do not know how to dance or who
may secure their seats three days
m
en are working for their Bachelor of degree, while only 9 per cent intend said to be one of the three best eduOne hundred girls and chaperones the questions during the day, asked by
are rather sketchy at the ballroom
later.
Arts degree. There are approximately to become Bachelors of Science. The cated men of his race, spoke to Dr.
Mrs. Mildred L. Childs, secretary to
art. This opportunity for prospective from ten Maine high schools partici284
Rehearsals: Principal characters are
men and 258 women who are A.B. majors are English, sociology, and Amos Hovey's American history class,
pated in a highly successful Play Day the President, and Miss Doris Howes,
jitter-bugs
is
offered
by
the
Social
last Thursday, on problems facing the
secretary to the Public Relations di- now hard at work on the year's first
students, and only 149 men and 149 French.
Saturday
sponsored
by
the
Women's
Commission of the Bates Christian
The sophomore men. for the most Indians. Along with 51 other members
play, Valentine Kataev"s "Squaring the
*omen are B.S. studenst. The differrector, both special registrars.
Association, with the assistance of Athletic Association and headed by
of
his
tsribe,
all
college
graduates,
ea
Circle", to be given Nov. 7-8. The four
« in number of A.B. and B.S. part, will major In history and governVirginia Yeomans '41.
nineteen upperclassmen.
Registration will continue until 9:00 remaining parts — "Members of the
students is much greater in the upoer- ment, chemistry, and economics with Young Thundercloud is on a lecture
n.m.
today, unless all are accounted Communist League of Youth"—have
Instruction
will
be
given
in
popular
Registration
in
charge
of
Priscilla
ciasses than in the freshman class. 66 per cent A.B. students and 34 per tour which carries him to schools and
ballroom dancing including the fox- Simpson '42 and Aino Puranen '41 took for earlier. Lists of students and the also been cast, with Crete Woodard '44
colleges
all
over
the
country.
Obviously, many freshmen change cent B.S. students.
times they are free to report have been
Toung Thundercloud's real name is trot, waltz, and possibly a tango or place at nine. The morning's program
as Bassova, Sia Rizoulis '44 as Mar'heir courses ai the end of either the
compiled and posted about campus.
rhumba
for
those
who
have
advanced
was
divided
into
four
game
periods
at
Only
Three
Majors
tova. Esther Linder '44 as Stchepkina,
Pen Naniqut Nik Tah. He received
first or second semester.
In Classics
and James McMurray '42 as Nikonohis B.A. degree from Haskell institu- to that stage. Also etiquette of the ball- which soft-ball, dodge-ball, end-ball,
*• Take To
The usual disproportion between tion in Kansas, attended Carlisle in- room will be proffered for those who captain-ball, drive-ball, and cage-ball
rov.
Mistory, Government
were played by teams made up of a
A.B. and B.S. students Is to be found stitute in Pensylvania until the War desire it
Next play: Tryouta tor the year's
The most popular majors for men among the sophomore women, for 87 broke out when he enlisted in the U
As the classes last only five weeks girl from each school. Betty Moore '42,
second play, "Quality Street", will be
have proven to be history and govern- per cent are taking the A.B. course S Army, then earned his B.S. degree all those interested are urged to attend Lucille Leonard '42, Judith Chick '42,
begun next Friday at 3 p. m. Thesf
men
t economics, and chemistry, re- and 13 per cent the B.S. course. Their at Dartmouth, studied at Columbia, the first class and all those thereafter, and Helen Greenleaf '41 directed this
Dr. Edgar J. Brightman will be the preliminary tryouts will be only tor
latively; while for the women, Eng- outstanding
majors
are
English, and received his M.A. degree from in order to obtain the best results. As part of the program.
guest speaker at the vesper service the leading roles of Miss Susan, Miss
Us
h, sociology, and French seem to be French, and sociology.
an added Incentive, for punctual atOxford. He is a medicine man.
Following a picnic lunch movies of scheduled for Sunday at 4:30 in the Phoebe, and Mr. Brown. Copies of the
"fc leading subjects. Biology ranks
It is difficult to determine the maConditions on reservations are very tendance there will be given each the '39 Winter Carnival were shown. Chapel. Dr. Brightman, whose daugh- play are on reserve in the library, and
fourth in both cases. Although the ma- jors of the freshman class for most ot
freshman who does not miss a class a Professor Lena Walmsley spoke on the ter. Miriam Brightman. is a sophobad, he told the class- The past tour
a]j candidates for parts are expected
jors are varied the above-mentioned the freshmen have not yet decided
"Spectator
Sportsmanship". more, is professor of philosophy at to nave read tne piay This wirj be the
years the Department of Agriculture free admittance to one of the regular topic,
seem to have been chosen by the ma- what they would like to major in
Folk-dancing under Alice Turner '42 Boston University. He has written Varsity Play, and the tryouts are open
has been fighting the dust plague C.A Saturday night dances.
jority of the actual student body.
However, the A.B. and B.S. students which has destroyed all vegetation In
The instructors are: Janice Jane '42, concluded the day's program, after several books, some of which will be to all students.
found in the library. His "Introduction
ft each class is taken Individually, are more evenly divided In this class his reservation in Oklahoma. The gov- Gladys Bickmore '42, Ruth Stevens '42, which cider was served.
Play production class: Miss Schaeltne
to Philosophy" Is being used as a textir interests seem to go along the than in any other, for 55 per cent of ernment feeds, ciothes, and provides a Helen Ulrich "43, Pamela Beattle '43,
fer's class in play production is now
Several
alumnae
chaperoned
groups,
the freshman men have decided on the good education for Indians. If thev Patricia Miller '42, Blanch Kirschbaum
book in the college philosophy course.
same lines.
at work on two plays. "The Duchess
A.B. course and 45 per cent on the should leave the reservations, they be- •43, Eleanor Davis '42, Ardith Lakln Ruth Stoehr '39 from Andover; Patri°f the men in the senior class, 75
Dr. Rayborn Zerby is in charge of Says Her Prayers", to be presented
cia
Atwater
'40,
Fryeburg
Academy;
B S Of the freshman women, 81 per come American citizens, but, on the '42, Arlene Chadbourne "42, and DorP*r cent are A.B. students. The mathe service: there will also be special on Nov. 16. during Mother's Week
cent are A.B. students and 19 per cent reservation, they have numbers just as othy Lyman '43. Also Leighton Watts Eleanor Smart '39, Boothbay Harbor;
jors for this class are history and govmusic by the choir. After the program End. and "The Chimes Ring", a
and
Joan
Wells
'40,
Mechanic
Falls.
•43,
Benjamin
Hunter
'42,
Dexter
are taking the B.S. course.
a soldier does.
ernment, economics, and chemistry.
supper will be served in the Women's Christmas play. The entire class Is
Other
schools
attending
were
Jay,
According to the Registrar's records
90
Young Thundercloud spoke at many Green '42, Donlin MacCormick '42, Bur- Mexico, Stephens of Rumford, Paris. Locker Building with a discussion pe- working on the plays as a joint projPer cent of the senior women are
ton Knust '43, George Klrwin '42, John
AB students and only 10 per cent are there are only two Greek majors and ^wiston and Auburn schools last HowarthT^' andI James Wabh '41. J South .Paris, and Norway.
ect.
riod following.
B
-S- students. Their majors are Eng- I one Latin major in the entire student
week'ish, French, and sociology. However, 16odjr.

Outstanding Artists To Appear
In Chapel Concert- Lecture Series

Bobcats Meet Husky Stu-C Plans Special
To 0 of M
Eleven This Week-End Train
Train Fare And

• Dr. C. H. Tozier
NOTED SPEAKER Will Give First
Lecture Nov. 3

Dias, Northeastern
CA Social Committee Game Ticket To
Back, May Be Team's Aids Student Voters Cost But $2.05
Grid Spark-Plug

New CAA Clause May
Augment Enrollment

Co-Ed Finds Sincerity
Chief Factor In Acting

Jennings And Buck
To Debate Vermont

Rehearsals For First
Play Now In Full Swing

Majority Of Men Take History,
Government; Women Like English

CA Sponsors Frosh
Dance Class Friday

Indian Brave Speaks
To Dr. Hovey's Class

Draft Registration
Takes Place Today

One Hundred Attend
High School Play Day

B. U. Professor To Speak
At Sunday Vesper Service
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TWO

Social Symphonies

BATES STUDENT^
(FammUd m 18/3)
(Stadent Otto* TeL 1781-J)
EDITOR

(The Aubern Newe 1010)

(TeL 8-S3B8)

BEOOKS W. HAMILTON '41

MANAGING EDITOB .. (TeL 6S8-J)

EDWARD F. BOOTH '41

Assistants: John Robinson '4S, Ruth J. Stntgi '41. Barbara Abbott '41,
Alno Puranen '41, William Worthy '42, George Hammond '48, Margaret Soper '*%. Marion Thomas '**. Janice Jayne '42.
MEWS EDITOB

(TeL S-33S9)

RALPH F. TULLER '42

Assistants: Forensics, DaTid Nichols '41.
Reporters. John Robinson '42, Frank Brown '41, Richard Dearborn '41,
Jaraea Walsh '41, Dnrant Brown '42, David Kahn '42, Lysander Kemp
'42, William Worthy '42, David Nickeraon '42, Marcel Boucher '43.
Weston Cute Jr. '43. Ouy Campbell '43, Melvin Day '43, Gerard Jacques
'43, Mitch -.■it Melnick '43.
,
WOMEN'S EDITOR
(TeL 3207)
ANNETTA BARRL'S '41
Reporters: Barbara Abbott '41, Aino Puranen '41. Frances Wallace '41,
Ruth Sanfore '41, Jean RyJer '41, Marjorie Lindquist '41, Joanne Lowtier '41, Edith Hunt '41, Catherine Wlnne '41, Ruth Stevens '42,
Thera Bushnell '42, Dorothy Frost '42, Dorothy Foster '42, Helen Martin '42, Elizabeth Moore '42, Patricia Bradbury '42, Gladys Bickmore
'42, Arlene Chadbourne '43, Margaret Soper '43, June Atkins '43,
Elia Santilli '43, Jeanne Grenan '43, Elaine Younger '43.
SPORTS EDITOR
(TeL 8-4122)
JOHN DONOVAN '42
Staff: Alliu Rollins '40, Dwight DeWltt '41, David Nickerson '42, Zaven
Tuiadla.; '42, Marcel Boucher '43. Myles Delano '43, Winston Greaton
•48. George Hammond '43, Carl Monk '43, John Stahlberger '43.
Smith '48.
BUSINESS MANAGER

(TeL 4188-W)

WARREN DRCRY '41

ADVERTISING MANAGER .. (TeL 8-3399) CHANDLER D. BALDWIN '42
CIRCULATION MANAGER .. (TeL 8-3399) FREDERICK C. WHITTEN '41
Departmental Assistants: "Howard Baker '43, Richard Becker '43, Robert Brendze '43, Richard Carroll 42, George Chaletzky '42, Hlldret>
Fisher '42, Wally Flint '43, Thomas Hayden '42, John Hennessy '43,
Joseph Howard '44, Ernest Johi.son '42, Richard Baldwin '43.
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Let's Vote This Year
"The right of citizens of the U. S. to vote shall
not be denied or abridged by the United States
or by any state on account of race, color, or
previous condition of servitude."
Article XV, Amendments to the Constitution of the U. S.

Are YOU exercising this right to vote? For only by doing
so can this prerogative be preserved.
Perhaps, the first question to be asked should be: what
determines the right to vote, for unfortunately we are sadly
unaware of the details of this foremost function of a citizen.

V

FROM THE NEWS
By RUTH J. STEVENS '42

St MACVS (CALIF) GR1DDERS
«U5T TRAVEL OVER 30 MILE? OF
LAND, 20 WLK OF WATER. AND PttiS
THSWGH THREE COUNTIES AND
METROPOLITAN CITIES IN ORDER.
TO REACH THEIR 'HOME* FIELD
KEZAR JTADlUrA, SAN FRAW3SCO/

SIGNALS OVER.
,
WE'RE
IHEAPIN' TOWARD
I
BERKELEY/

COLLEGE* H/VE WORE DOLLARS
IN ENDOWMENTS THAN BOOK?
IN THEIR LIBRARIES/

AT HARVARD IN THE EARLY DAYS
MEALS USUALLY CONSISTED OF:
BREAKFAST- BREAD AND BEER
DINNER-1 LB. MEAT
SUPPER- BREAD. MILK/

Campus Workers Keep College
Functioning Orderly, Smoothly
By Mitchell A. Melnick '43

With the odor of bun.ing leaves
hovering fragrantlj over campus, it
seems timely to give some publicity to
the men who are seen each day raking
leaves, mowing lawns, and keeping
campus buildings in shape. Alter
pointing out to Norman Ross, the bursar and the man who knows most
about these men, that the freshmen,
along
with many
upperclassmen,
would be glad to know something
about these people, he said, "They are
very important and necessary to the
machinery that keeps the Bates camALUMNI NOTES
pus in the beautiful and orderly conOrman Moulton '38 has a position dition which so many visitors remark
as Boy Scout executive for the New- about to their friends."
port County area.
L. Owen Wheeler '40 is taking a busi- Bob MacDonald
ness course at Bryant and Stratton Preserves Dorms
College in Boston
King of them all is Robert MacDonKenneth R. Snowe 39 is now asso- ald, better known as "Bob" to all the
ciated with the Chemical Wecoline boys. Bob. who came to Bates in 1913,
can be found in his shop on the baseProducts Company of Boonton, N. J.
Harry Shepherd '40, with the New ment floor between East Parker and
York Liberty Mutual Company, took West Parker when his duties as head
in the Chase Hall dance as web as the custodian allow him time from checkTuft-Bates game on Saturday.
ing up no all repair work and superSeen on campus was Leighton Ding- vising the other custodians along with
ley '39 who has recently compiettd a ' all student janitors. There are many
year of graduate work at Ohio State. ' feilows who have met Mr. MacDon-

Of course, specific qualifications vary from state to state,
but the basio requirements remain the same; they are age,
residence, literacy, and generally registration. Therefore, a
citizen who has reached the age of 21, in order to vote should
check from reliable sources on all these points and any others
observed in his state. College students should take advantage tection of American enterprise in any corner of the globe. To
of the service offered by the C. A. Social Action Commission the extent that the conscript army is used to defend your conception of democracy, the principle of conscription is demoto inform 0 1 absentee voting.
cratic to you.
We note that the Constitution reads "the right to vote"
Is conscription necessary at this time? There are argurather than the right not to vote which in a sense implies the
ments
on either side of this question. What we'd like to point
obligation to vote. Too frequently for one reason or ancther
out
is
this.
we are content to side-step this issue asking what good one
little vote will do. For the information of all a governor in
The men we have placed, by election, in power in this
Massachusetts was once elected by a plurality of one vote. In country, by deciding that conscription is necessary, have placed
1930 one potential voter in every three failed to vote. Regard- squarely upon their shoulders a very grave responsibility. They
less of party or belief it behooves every person eligible to vote; have assumed an unprecedented measure of power. Power
in that way only can this so-called democratic nation preserve which could easily be used to the detriment of the public good.
its status quo.
Remember this: the people never wanted this power to
place
millions of American men under army discipline to mean
And yet, to merely vote is not enough; this right carries
the
power
to regiment the country's youth in the full sense of
with it intelligent discharge of it. Prejudices, biases, emotion
the
word.
One of the important questions to be asked about
play such an important part in the formation of opinions we
conscription
is whether draftees will be disciplined mentally
cannot easily view the situation with perspective. From as disto
think
always
in terms of military totalitarianism, as well as
interested sources as possible information should be sought
physically
disciplined.
and then decisions made, rather than from the jaunty way the
candidate wears his hat or the system of bridge his wife plays.
We have said before that the continuance of democracy
It is not an easy function to perform but it is one which
will determine to a large extent the kind of government and
society desired by the majority and it depends on each and
every voter to register his preferences so that the true majority may be known.
1
A. M. B.

By Lea

Campus Camera

The members of the Faculty Round
Table open their 1940-41 season with
a banquet meeting in Chase Hall Friday evening at 6:00 o'clock.
Prof. Brooks Quimby has been electEntered at second-class matter at
the Post Office, Lewiston, Maine ed as chairman of the executive committee for this year. Mrs. Karl WoodSubscription . . .
%2SQ per year cock is secretary and Prof. Robert
In advance
Seward Is the third member of this
committee. Prof. Raymond Kendall is
chairman of the program committee
for this season.
420
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ftssoda^d Cbile&kite Press

October's "bright blue weather"
served as an Impetus to many visitations and absences at campus this past
week end. An added attraction was of
course the Bates-Tufts game at Boston attended by Vonnle Chase and
Anne Temple with certain members of
the class of "40. Others contributing to
the cheers were Tommie Thomas,
Nancy Terry, Jane Hathaway, Ray
Folsom, and Viv Sampson.. .Gale Rice
drove up to Bowaoin for the AmherstBowdoin game and by the by that tall
handsome man seen In Rand dining
hall was Gale's cousin, Willard Rice,
Amherst...Helen Sweetzir entertained
Lo Oliver at her home in Saco...Val
Saiving and Bee WooUfall trucked
home to West Ro\bury and Saugus, respectively. ..Nancy Field spent a very
enjoyable week end at Braintree, Mass.
. ..Dp at Chase Fa-m Parky Parkhurst
'43, Ginny Stockman, and Nuncy Gould
ertertained guests ... A New Yorker
friend visited Dotty Matlack Sunday
...Betty Avery '49 did it up brown
with three guests, Peggy Boyd,
Betty Macks came all tne way from
Detroit to see Nat Webber.. .Barbara
Hastings from New Haven dropped
in on Gen Stephenson. ..Pudge i-.udwig did a little touring of the White
Mountains. Dot Marsden entertained
her parents. Dot Maulsby and Ginny
Wentworth, their respective mothers
...Frankie Belt, Alice Morrill, and
Kuth Ober attended tbe C.A. Confe-ence at Lincolnvilip. ..Carol Storm tuid
Kay Curry "deputated at bath...
Rand Hotel entertained Bee Wilson
ui.d Jean Blancard

here rests largely on the final power of the people. And
whether or not this military power will be abused may depend
on whether the people continue to be extremely critical of
those running the draft. They must be kept on their mettle..
When once it begins to look like the power is being unjustly
used, those in power should be unmercifully thrown out.

We hope the elected rulers of the country have the intestinal fortitude to see this.responsibility they have, and to
direct it honestly. We hope they won't, through the demoWe Take A Big Step Today
cratic process, destroy the faith of the people in that very
We take a big step today, when several million young democracy.
American men register under the recently passed Selective
Service Act; in just what direction it will lead us nobody knows Their Brand of Spirit
for sure. It will take someone years from now who can look
About every college editor has at one time or another tried
back on this day with the proper perspective to evaluate acto
define college spirit. Bates spirit, or any other brand is
curately the real meaning of peacetime conscription in the
pretty
indefinable.
United States.
Anyway we won't try to define it. We just want to say we
Is conscription democratic? The answer to that largely delike
the brand shown by the gridmen Saturday. They went off
pends on your conception of democracy. Democracy contains no
to Medford very quietly, and were very modest about the whole
set dogma. To some it means predominantly freedom of individthing when they got back. But, they also came back with
aa
u
ual thought; to others it means predominantly the right to pro- real
victory. 'Nuff said.

Two major trends in the news
of the week command our attention. . .one overseas, and one within our own shores. It is the latter
which possibly has made immediate effect on us as individuals, and
hence, more personal concern...
that being the heightening of action in the campaigns of the two
presidential candidates, Roosevelt
and Wilkie. As we follow with Interest the progress each is making, we find that Roosevelt has,
though not openly, reversed his
original plan and made a definite
change in policy. He originally
stated that he would do no outright campaigning, and that his
place of duty was at the Nation's
capital. He was to take no trips
for political purposes. This plan
worked quite successfully for some
time...until September, in fact,
when suddenly the Democratic
party found that Willkie was making an impression, and that this
was accompanied by some unrest
within the Roosevelt faction.
Since then Roosevelt has undertaken a tour of inspection, seemingly casual, and recognized by political leaders as unimportant, with
the underlying purpose of re-assuring his people. Not intending
his speeches for political ends they
have merged somewhat in this
vein, especially in Pennsylvania,
and Ohio where Willkie received
a hearty welcome. As a result, his
policy of "no campaigning", has
changed so that" now he is openly
"running" against a candidate.

ala under out-of-the ordinary circumstances. Too often Eob arrives on the
scene when students would rather
have him somewhere else. Particularly
when tney have been doing something
that is strictly torbidden by college
rules. But after the reprimand, it is
generally agreed that it's a good thing
to have someone around who will keep
the boys from tearing down the dorms.
The girls may rot know Bob MacDonald so well. The person who carries
out his wishes, Pearly Frost, is no
doubt a very familiar sight to the coeds, both past and present, because
Pearly has been associated with Bate;,
since 1911/.

As an interesting sidelight, it
was just a century ago...in 1840
... that the style of banners, pins,
songs, bands, and parades, was
begun to work on a large scale in
political campaigns. This was in
the contest between Harrison and
Van Buren. And it has only been
for fifty years that extensive
countrywide campaigning has been
possible as a result of improving
transportation facilities.

Credit For Lawns
Goes To "Joe"

HITLER MOVES
INTO RUMANIA

Another common face around campus is that of Joseph Currier. Everybody knows him as "Joe Currier",
headsgroundsman, who lives at the
College House beyond Lake Andrews
on College street Especially noteworthy at Mils time is his excellent work
of grading the lawn in front of the
new dcrmitory. Mr. Ross says, "Many
people give me a good word for the
appearance of the lawns, but it is Joe
who should be getting the praise because I only tell him what to do and
he goes ahead and does it.' niver
sinct Joe came here in 1915, he has
been interested in the Bates athletic
teams. He goes to all the games whenever he «.an. Whin the football team
piayed at Durban, he was there urging the players to greater efforts.

From Europe come definite developments throughout the week.
In main, it seems that Hitler has
revived the "Drang Nach Osten"
of Hollenzeren ambitions. At least
he made a beginning on such a
policy (and nothing leads the public to believe that once started, he
will stop).. .when he sent troops
marching into Rumania to "guard
the oil fields" which are of such
vital importance in his continuance
of the drive against Great Britain.
Not only oil, but coal, copper,
wheat, and other necessities are
abundant in this rich country. Rumania stands as the gateway to
the Balkans. With this country
taken over he is free to walk on
through
Yugoslavia,
Bulgaria,
Greece, and Turkey. ..all nations
possessing materials that he wants,
and all having comparatively small
means of defending themselves.

Ivy Cared For
By Jim Law ton
Closely connected with Joe Currier
Is Jim Lawton. J!m plays nursemaid
to the flowers and shrubs that brighten up the grounds in the spring and
summer. All the ivy is under Mr. Lawton's care. Jim doesn't let the ivy grow
over the windows and doors lest it become a fire hazard. No wonder, since
Jim used to be a fireman before he
came to Bates in 1929. If you've got
any gardening problems Jim is the
man who can straighten you out.
In 1931 Evan Fall came to Bates.
«is work concerns keeping Chase Hall
running smoothly. The men who take
their snacks between classes down
stairs in Chase Hall's bowling room
see a great deal of Mr. Hall. He is responsible for the order there and incidentally, the few number of cocacola bottles that are broken, for he
manages to scoop them up before the
dashing men from Parker start pushing chairs in front of their roommates in order to get to the Commons
first Mr. Ross says that many graduate students who attend the summer
session always ask him where they can
find Mr. Hail so that they will be able
to say "Hello" to him. During the
summer session Mr. Hall Is lnstrumen-

6
toat n0thin mterfer
wihV
*
«
with the -*
Chase Hall affairs.
T. a Guards
Athletes' Sanctuary
Another old-timer Is Thomas Barnes,
who everybody knows as "Tom". Kyery man who has ever passed through
the portals of the Alumni Gvmnasium
las had some contact with Tom. Men
(Continued On page three)

This swallowing up of the Balkans might be further developed
with the continuance of Italy's
drive eastward through Libya,
and
on
across
Egypt
The
jaws
of
this
axis
would
then close completely on the Bal-

kan states...the two p„
many from the aonO ^
Italy from the west, con!
the vicinity of the fra, ?*^

EGYPTIAN DESERT
MAY BE STRONG
This seems like a g
The vast EsypUsa 4.^**
<\
easily prove a strong haw "*
between Berlin and Baghd^'
tion after nation must b^N
powered. But where a vnt$ N
is at stake, and where th* *"*
is Germany, and when nJ*H
his mind made up...sucj *>
can be done.
'"-'-:
This movement is proba|i
without a purpose in view. g,"
panding the scope of the*,/*
striking at C'ept Britain fa "*
other end, so to speak, thro J?"
very choice possessions, ht, *l
mate collapse might mor« Jj
lively be brought about '-Z
would exclu'!- the neco-^t,,,?
promised, lor.g-awaited, invasw :
England proper. English d,J
however, would still be fw jJ
probable, due to her strong ^
ir the Mediterranean Sea be^,
the fact that she would be able t
spare her reserve men from E».
land should the danger of an in*
sion be disposed of.

RUSSIA WATTING
FOR CHANCE
Russia, too, has had interests i
the Balkan States—especially But
garia and Rumania-in opposite
to Germany. With Germany m
Italy allied with Russia's eneni
Japan, it Is clear that objection a
the part of the Soviets to these recent moves would involve Russa
in war on two fronts...in Euro^
and in the Orient. ..whichsheisat
present not desirous of entering.
So at present, Russia is sitting
back, watching Hitler move in on
that which she herself wants, remaining silent as to plans for the
future, maintaining only a shgfc
pretense of friendship, which ead
day grows slimmer, with the .Vac
The answer to this atttaris
without a doubt ihat Russia is A
ready to resist. She is awaiting the
"ripe" moment for action. This will
probably be in the wint.i months
when the roads in Rumania are In
poor condition for travelling German soldiers, and when the enemr
Is more occupied in the Near Ei>'.
and Africa. Her ability to fight is
great... she is not unprepared ii
this sense. Her major problem is
to chooso the right time to drop
all pretense of friendly terms, aid
move! She will want her greatest
ally, "General Winter" at her side
even though it may mean that W
food supplies, and transportation
facilities, will be at a minimua
The world is waiting for her o>
clslon.
There are other issues of the &■
ropean War of utmost inter*
such as: The policy of the Unit"
States with relation to Japan; *
opening of the Burma Road »
China and its effects; Britain's*
pendency on the effectiveness «
the Food Blockade; and develop
ments in the bombing of Engia»"
These are only a few which
should follow up, but space jw
vents a complete discussion.
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[Aides Roughshod
Over Jumbo Team
LinS On Recovery
a hard-hitting Bates Boben rolled all over the favored
■ ~ jumbos last Saturday, it wasn't
P t„e ,-iosing n.inutes of their hairI*'
fracas that they were able to
|
out a 12-7 victory over the farVMedford team. With less than
|o:t .'nu.es to play, and Tufts ahead
1 "point, 7-6, Jim O'Sullivan dropjJlKJIligh

KdW*

tothc TuftS 15 yard Hne t0

I «npt »
[*"

field goa1

'

The baI1

was

back, O'Sullivan kicked, but
S
j blocked by "Hump" Hosmer,
I bo end. and it started to roll over
C Tuf;s goal line. Captain Jack West
E Tufts made a dive for the ball, but
T.1& out of his reach, and Tom Flan[L sensational junior halfback, reared the ball for Bates over the
MI line to give the Bobcats their
^cii score. The try for the extra
. :i; ff3S blocked, but made no difL-er.ce since the game ended shortly
Is;: -.nth the Garnet on the long end
;the score.
d

J Although the Bates brigade shoved
[•e Jumbos all over the playing field,
The? could not score more than twice
lecause of the stalwart goal line deLse work of the Medford team. The
t Bates touchdown was scored on a
le-dazzle play which completely
loled the Tufts team. Mickey Walker
received the ball from center, dove
Into the lir.e, but handed the ball to
urge Panr.enter as he did so, and
tanenter lateralled the ball backwards to Tom Flanagan who passed
tJim O'Sullivan in the flat, and Big
p went 3cross from the 8 yard line
r the first Bates tally. The try for
fa extra point was blocked by Hosier, who apparently specializes in just
fcch kicks. The score climaxed a 46
prd march down the field which feared the running of speedy Tom Flan-

an.

Trips Tufts
Grid Upset
fc—

Everything For The
Spectator As Well As
The Participant.

After flashing amazing strength in
its scoreless deadlock with a goo'
Kents Hill eleven last week. Coach
Buck Spirits' freshman footbai. team
is now at woik preparing for its secLed by a little chap named HArle ond game of the season against a
who traversed the route in the gx>d pietty fair Maine Central Institute
time of 10 minutes and 43 seconds, brigade on Friday next.
the Lisbon Falls High School crossThe work of the truiie team ma
country team defeated the frosh hill
ai.d dalers 35-23 in a meet held on the great 'ast Friday and it would be diflocal course last Friday afternoon. ficult to select one or two standouts
Burt Smith and Art rtiggins continued among the group. The backfield of
to run well for the Bobkittens and Card, Grant, Melody, and LaRochelle
captured second and third places re- ran, parsed and tackled well while tne
spectively. The next five places were forward wall kept itself busy with a
annexed by Lisbon Falis runners while fierce onslaught on enemy runners and
oassers.
Roberts and Crcan of the frosh took
ninth and tenth positions.
Team Should Be
Tops Physically
On Friday Lisbon High Is slated to
The club should be in A-l physical
nieet Coach Thompson's yearling proteges and next Wednesday Portland shape, for Jack Shea, sidelined tackle,
riigh will bring their squad to Bates. seems to be well on the mend and
i-Ast year both of these high schools should be ready for the MCI crew.
were beaten by nearly the same mar- His return will strengthen the right
side of the line considerably.
gin, but thus far this season they are
untried and no pre-meet mformatioOf course the fact that comparative
is available. Kemp Coady, who finish?.; scores mean nothing In prognosticating
third in the Bobkittpus' first meet, has approaching tilts is granted but at any
quit cross-country thus weakening the rate it is a fascinating subject on
team a bit. Both meets appear to be which to dwell for a moment. Kents
toss-ups.
Hill, which last week found itself outplayed by the rugged frosh eleven,
had previously pounded out a convincing 13-0 victory sreef the Institute eleven. But this means little for the MCI
coach boasts a set of fast backs and a
hard-charging line which may comGertrude Libby '41 became treasurer bine successfully enough to upset the
Spinksmen.
of the Bates WAA after a general
election in the Chapel last Thursday. Starting Line-up To
Miss Libby is a town girl wno has Receive Little Change
long been interested in athletic activiCoach Spinks will probably stick to
ties. Although she takes over a rather
to his starting line-up of Wye, Chapextensive job of handling the WAA's man, Davis, Cronii, Burhoe, Shea and
$881 budget for the year 1940-41, it is
Haines across the 1'ne and Card, Melfully expected that everything will be ody, Grant and LaRochelle In the
well under control In her hands.
backfield. The work of Young, too, was
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TOM FLANAGAN '«
After Jim O'Sullivan's attempted
Held goal had been blocked in the
closing minutes of the Tufts game,
Tom made a spectacular recovery
as the ball rolled over the goal
stripe, thus giving Bates a 12-7 win

HAROLD WALKER '43
"Mickey", ace sophomore back,
was one of the shining lights in
the Garnet offensive, Saturday,
against the elephants of Tufts.
He made several fine paases and
gained plenty of yardage. Lost year
he injured his leg in the first game
he played as a freshman and was
out for the rest of the season.

Full Slate Marks Intramurals
Grid Program For Coming Week
East Parkerltes climbed into the
seat of glory last Wednesday afternoon
when they carefully laid away their
second scalp in as many encounters.
The victim of the afternoon was John
Bertram who fell by a tally of 12-0.
The honors for the afternoon were divided between Webb Jackson and Dick
Gardiner, each of whom went for a
touchdown. This was JB's first game
of the season.

known as Stanton Ride, Saturday, the
grid menaces returned to their glory
early this week whpn Clint Forstrom s
New Dorm offered their postponed
"grand opening" of what promises to
be a bruising slate, wiping up Jonn
Bertram In a miserable walkaway, the
final tally of Monday's game being
31-0. The contest featured a walk for
a touchdown by Dick Hoag, and a
very large collection of incompleted
Norm Boyan's West Parkeritcs passes. Red McKenney's hidden player
whipped Roger Bill In Thursday after- play was the sole offering for the JB
noon's encounter. This made the tally lads.
of the West Parkers, one win to one
Today marks the second battle of
defeat, the latter being last week at the card tor the New Dorm seven and
the hands of their Eastern neighbors. their opponents, Roger Bill. Tomorrow
In Thursday's battle, the final tally of will And West Parker fighting John
which was 20-0, Al Wight was the out- Bertram. Monday, the frsehmen from
standing man on the field as he ran JB will endeavor to see if the freshwild for a total of 12 points. Jun'e men in Roger Bill are in their same
Watts abo collected a marker, while class on the gr'dirou. And next TuesNorm Boyan claimed a conversion.
day, is the battle between the NewRuth E. Bailey '41, the other nomi- outstanding and he may replace one
After a lay-off, due to the Frosh- Dorm and East Parker club, with the
nee for the office, has become WAA of the our backfield starters by game Kents Hill duel, Friday, and a walk New Dorm slightly favored.
manager of winter sports and base- time on Friday.
ball. At present it is impossible to tell
The frosh, on the basis of their
just how much winter sports will c'.ean-cut edge in Ipst week's tilt, enter
amount to this year but AA Is hoping this contest as slight favorites to win.
with everyone else for a real winter The boys are looking for a great baule
with all the fixings.
out hope to break out with a flurry of

Ail the WAA activities for this season are going on with golf and riding
rating high in enthusiasm. However,
may we remind you that it's still not
too late to come out, so coeds we'll be
feeing you.

Selling Agent for

Juddy's Men's Shop
6 Lisbon Street
"On The Square"

Drop Into
THE QUALITY 8H0P
148 College St.
S mln. from Carapni
Featuring Hamburg 8anawlchei
Hot Dogs and Toasted Saadwtehes
Hare Ton Tried Oar Sflex Coffee!
Open 7 A. H. to lOiSO P. M,

Bedard's Pharmacy
PRESCRIPTIONS
Promptly A Accurately Filled
Cor. College * Sahattos, Lawietoi

McLauthlin Expects
Battle With N. U. Soph
Missing two opportune moments to
score during the third and fourth periods, the Bates yearlings were held to
a scoreless-tie by the scrappy Kents
Hill gridslers last Friday at Garcelon
field. The loss in yardage by way of
the penalty route, proved enough to
wipe out the advantages the Bobkittens had gained through the effective
barrage of passes thrown by Tom
Joung and Joe LaRochelle.

Frosh X-Country Loses
To Lisbon Falls 35-23

They are: to offer an opportunity of
advancement to those already proficient in the sport and to stimulate interest among the girls for that particular sport. Such things as ski trips
and demonstrations are ways that interest has been stimulated.

•THIHER

Bobkittens Show Power Terriers, Garnet
Both Hope To Bounce
But Only EndlnDeadlock Back From Defeats

Frosh Favorites In
MCI Game Friday

VISIT OUR

Import Department

Important Cogs In Bobcat Machine

-

I Tufts scored first in the second
fcarter. It began when the Bobcats
fed to carry the ball out of danger
their own three yard line. Artie
faiiveau snake-hipped his way to the
a^o tries. Malone kicked a high
'■•■Tftieh went out of bounds on the
(&s 30 yard line. Capitalizing on this
fak, the Jumbos put the Bail over
fe goal line on two pass plays. The
pt brought them to the 15 yard
arker for a first down, and the
wind from Bob Rutter to Art HarThere are now four clubs sponsored
■■son, triple thre.it back, put Tufts
by the WAA, namely: Dance Club, Ski
jkead by six points. Captain Jack
Club, Basketball Club, and Swimming
(Continued aa page four)
Club. Three of these have already begun their seasons with the exception
of basketball. The presidents of each
club received from the WAA a letter
reminding them of the ideals for which
the clubs were organized to stand.

^
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SPORT SHOTS
By JOHN DONOVAN '42

touchdowns to mal:e up for last week's
lack of six-pointers.

Campus .Workers

Best performance of the week to: the varsity football team for its
thrilling last minute upset victory over the frighty touted Tufts
eleven.

Not having to impress its weak reserves into duty, the Kents Hill team
fought the Bates trosh to a deadlock
during the first half. For a moment
while the game was yet young, it looked as though Kents Hill was really
going to be a serious threat when Palmer carried the pigskin through the
whole Bates line and backfield for a
35 yard gain penetrating the mid-yard
stripe. However, the threat was short
lived when Young intercepted a sizzling pass and carried the ball down
the field for a 23 yard run.
During the second quarter, Bates
again penetrated the enemy territory
only to be thrown back after an exchange of kicks
Fumble Spoils
Golden Opportunity
The second half proved to be Just
the opposite of the previous periods
of play. It was as eventful and exciting as could be expected. Opening up
the third quarter, Young ran the ba:l
from tne 40 yard stripe to the enemy's
15. A pass by LaRochelle to Mike Melody carried the ball into the shadows
of the opposition's goal. A rush by
Don Grant to the 2 yard line brought
the cheering spectators (mostly Bates
freshmen) to their feet as they anticipated getting rid of a certain motley
article which has, b»en adorning their
heads for the past few weeks. However, a fumble by the Bates backfield
and the stubborn resistance of the
Kcr.ts Hill line gave the ball to the
opposition.

T

he Bates va">ity cross-country
team will a'-tempt to brtak into the
win columns for the first time this year
when the Huskies of Northeastern invade the local course on Saturday afternoon, Oct. 19.
Number one spot in the race promises to be a bitter battle between two
sophomores. NIT has a boy named M
Parker who ran away from the pack
in a recent meet with the powerful
Connecticut State team. Bob McLauthlin, who finished first in the meet with
New Hampshire, is expected to run his
usual excellent race for the Garnet
hill and dalers.
Despite the tact that Northeastern
was defeated by Conn State by a score
of 32-23, the Bobcat runners will have
a stiff fight on their hands, for NU is
reputed to have one of the most potent machines In the recent history of
the institution.
Besides Parker, the sophomore, they
have four veteran lettermen, Carpenter, Drevitch, Prohodsky, and Campbell. They also have Carroll, another
sophomore, of whom much is expected. Warren. Doe. and Kodls comprise
tne remainder of the team.
Bates will also field a nine man
team led by McLauthlin and Captain
Drury, who, incidentally, Is the only
veteran left from last year's squad.
Nickerson, Corbett, Grimes, Borden.
Mabee, Lloyd, and Sawyer complete
the Bates starting roster.
spectators *ese to their feet and began to urge the *eam on.

Yearlings Stopped
By Final Gun
A run by shifty LaRochelle brought
the ball once more into the shadows of
the Kents Hill roal line. However, after the Bobkittens had attempted several incomplete passes, one of which
should have easily accounted for the
winning touchdown, the game ended
with an audible groan from the specDuring the early minutes of the final tators. Needless to say. the score reouarter. Kents Hill began to threaten mained as it was before the first kickagain a-? a series o' runs by Stello and off.
T
Rossetti carried the ball into Bates
his game has served its purpose in
territory. A timely Interception of a proving that the Bates Bobkittens have
lateral by "Playing" Card ended the a strone team both offensively and demild threat. Having something to work fensively. During the whole game the
wiLh, the Bates frosh started a steam- opposition couldn't get beyond the
roller drive across the field amidst tr-i Game* 30 yard stripe.
incessant cries of their classmates.
Some outstanding performers fo»
Open'ng the drive was a pass from Coach Spinks were Card, Grant, and
LaRochelle to Grant who carried the *oung in the backfield, and Masor
ball to the Kents Hill 40 yard stripe Wye and Walt Deering on the line.
for a five yard gain. Not being daunt- Driscoll until b? was injured in the
ed by an incomplete forward pass, third period and Palmer and Stel.o
ioung later rushed the ball to the op- gained the most yardage for Kents
position's 23 yard line. Once again the HllL

(Continued from page two)
of Bates first saw him in 1921. At
that time he was caretaker of Garceion Field and in charge of the athletic
equipment. Wherever any o£ the athletes had trouble with their footwear,
Tom could help them out of their difficulties better than anyone else because he has had the experience of
making shoes before he came to Bates.
Tom likes to watch football games,
but the only sport that he participates
in is hunting.

For those of you who are interested in each sport out of the number availwe are describing the system of in- able in that class. (For example, the
tramural point scoring. Every man class of 1943 misrt have ten men playwho plays in an intramural contest ing basketball out of thirty available.
of any sort gets ten points if his This would give them a percentage of
team loses, fifteen if his team ties and 34 per cent) The class having the
twenty points if his team wins. If his nighest percentage in each sport would
team should forfeit a game, he gets be awarded rating of one. Next highno points. However if his team wins by est receives a two rating, and so on.
a forfeit, he gets the usual twenty
Comes the final step in determining
points. The highest ten per cent of the the class winner lhe class ratings in
individual point scorers are awarded aTl sports are added up and the class
charms at the close of the college having the lowest numerical rating
These men, along with several other., year. Some twenty men won charms wins. (For example, if the class of 1942
who have been ai Bate) for on'y a iast year.
should have a two rating in touch
short time, keen the wheels of tne camfootball, a one rating in basketball, a
pus mashise from petting out of order
But that ain't all! Wally Driscoll two rat'ng in volleyball, a three -*tBecause they devote their lives to 42, the intramural sports coordinator, ing In Softball, its final rating would
their work, every year these men be- has explained to us the method of de- be eight. If eight were the lowest ratcome more efficient. "We keep a fold- termining class winners in intramu- ing given to any of the four classes.
er of the difficulties that we meet each rals, too. Its rather involved so follow 1942 w>>uld be declared class champs.)
year for such activities as Back-to- closely, please.
Simple, huh? But don't you worry
Bates and Father's Day. And by the
In each sport the total number of about determining the ratings. Leave
way, wc do make sirae mistakes e' ery points scored by each class la record- that to Mr. Driscoll and the Intramuyear but they tecome fewer witn ed. (For example, in touch football the ral Council.
time." It is these men whose loss class of 1941 might have twenty men
By the way, the winning class has
would demolish some of the choicest playing and garnering a grand total its name (or rather its class number)
memories that go to make up an un- of four) hundred points.) Now the inscribed on a plaque. 1941 won last
dergrad's life.
class having the highest total of points year.
is given a rating of one. The next
class is given a rating of two, and so
Sorry to hear that Captain Johnny
COLLEGE STREET
on through the four classes.
Raggett of the Colby Mules broke hu.
Next the average points per man In shoulder in a game with the University
each class are determined and the of Vermont last Saturday. Me will be
class having the highest average is lost to the Mules for the remainder
AD Klads of Shoe Bepalriar
given a one rating; the next a two of the season and his loss certainly
n College St.
LewhtoB, Me.
will be felt Johnny was selected on
rating, and so on.
The next step is to taks the per- most of the All-Maine teams during
centage of men in each class that play the last two yeara.
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AT THE THEATRES

IT'S THE SMOKER'S CIGARETTE, because All America
has a line on thety
DEFINITELY

Freshman Girls Discard
Speakers Bureau
Seeks New Members Bibs At Stunt Night
Any student interested in participating in the program of the
Speakers' Bureau is invited to get
in touch with the secretary. Harriet White '41. Speakers, plays, debates, etc., are supplied to granges,
service clubs, h.gh schools, and various societies. Credit is given H
public speaking classes to students
In those courses who participate
in this program.

EMPntE
Wed Thurs Fri Sat - Oct 16-17-18-19
James Stewart and Rosalind Russell in "No Time for Comedy ....
Wed. Night Only - 8:30
Radio Quiz Program Broadcast
from theatre over WCOU - Prizes
to Theatre Audience.
Son Mon Tnes - Oct 20-21-22
Rosalind Russell and Brian Aherne
in "Hired Wife".
AUBURN
Wed. and Thurs. - Oct 16-17
"Maryland" with Walter Brennan,
Fay Bainter; "Margie" with Tom
Brown.
Fri. and Sat - Oct. 18-19
■T Want a Divorce" with Dick
Powell and Joan Blondell.
Vaudeville.
Sun. Mon. Tues. - Oct. 20-21-22
"Kit Carson".

Stu-G Conducts First
Women's Assembly
The first women's assembly of the
year was held list Thursday morning.
Gale Rice, president of the Student
Government Association, announced
similar meetings would be held regularly every montn at which time various soeakers will address the women
on topics of general interest such as
personality and clothes.
Frances Wallace, president of WAA,
announced that the treasurer of the organization was to be elected at this
time, ihe two candidates for this office being Gertrude Libby and Ruth
Bailey.
After the elect.on, Joanne Lowther
Driefly reviewed r-er experiences during Junior Month held last summer ir
Boston where eight New England col
leges were represented. Various activities of this included visiting hospitals
reformatories, Simmons College and
other places of interest. Mids Lowther
pointed out that medical social work
was very valuable to doctors in that
their time is taken up primarily with
treating physical ailments leaving other difficulties which can be better investigated by social workers.
She continued, "The purpose of Junior Month was not to train social
workers but rather to give a small
group of college girls a clear idea of
what this type of work is like in a
large city."
She concluded with a statement that,
"Being sent as a representative ot
Bates College was a valuable experience and an honor to be a part of such
a worthwhile plan."

Bertocci, Seven Students
Attend C. N. Conference
Dr. Peter A. Bertocci and seven students represented Bates at the first
conference of the year to be held by
the Maine Student Christian Movement
on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, Oct.
11, 12 and 13. The conference was held
at Camp*Tanglewood in Lincolnville.
An interesting and informal program
was presented to the delegates from
tne Maine schools. With Prof. Fritz
Koelln of Bowdoin as the keynote
speaker, many separate discussions
were held during the stay at Camp
Tanglewood. The-e was ample time
and facilities for recreation in the way
of sings, hiking, mountain climbing,
and games.
The theme of the conference was
"Materialistic versus Theistic", in an
attempt to bring these two conflict.ng
subjects into closer relationship. As
leaders for the discussion groups there
were scientists, theologians, and philosophers from the colleges of the state.
Among these v/ere Dr. Bertocci
from Bates, Manton Copeland from
Bowdoin, Richard L. Lougee and Lester F. Weeks from Colby, and Paul
Cloke and C O. Dirks from Maine.

A highly successful Stunt Night featured by amusing skits and by the
long looked-for de-bibbing of the
freshmen took place in the Little
Theatre last Friday evening.
Gale Rice '«. president of Student
Government, opened the program with
a welcome and the group was led in
singing by Marilyn Miller '41. After
the freshmen had succeeded In entertaining the upperclassmen they were
presented with appropriate gifts and
allowed to doff their bibs. With th<
singing of the Alma Mater the program closed.
The freshman girls were aided in
oianning their acts by sophomore
coaches. Jane White helped the Town
Girls in their presentation of typical
college students, both eds and coeds
realistically dramatized. Chase House
offered a true picture of life on the
"farm" with very appropriate dialect
directed by Charlotte MacKelvie and
Mary Derdarian. Cheney House, in
charge of Ruth Swanson. presented a
drama in a bloody tower augmented by
a thrilling scream. Frances Rolfe supervised the production of "The Three
Blind Mice" featured by a-quick regrowth of tails after the farmer's wife
had cut them off. Frye Street reeled
oft a double feature with Betty Avery.
director. Stevens House presented an
all-girl swing band which "gave out"
on "Between 18th and 19th on Chestnut Street". This was sponsored by
Arlene Chadbourne. The four freshmen of Whittler sang the woes of
meals at Fiske. Coeds, today and yesterday, were the characters portrayed
by the girls of Wilson ±louse under
Virginia Gentner. Hacker House closed
the freshman dramatic attempts with
a skit of Rio de Janeiro. The coach
was Virginia Wentworth.
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Tuft* Game

rConttaiwrt fram Pu, ^ |
West place-kiokeii the extra i
Bates trailed by seven
kicked off, and the Bobcats j
with a score of their own,
on their 4C yard march wiftj
van scoring on Flanagan's j^l
Delegates from the Bates student
Bates almost scored again j
With Barbara White '42 as chairmar
body were: Alice Morrill '41, Harriet
the committee for the program was second period on O'Sullivan'i j
Belt '41. Ruth Ober '41, Charles Buck
for a field goal. The Bobcatij
42, Ernest Johnson '42, David Jen- composed of Alice Turner '42 and Vir- the ball to the Jumbos' 30 ml
ginia Fisher '43.
nings '41, and Robert Charleton '43.
but here the attack stalled
down, one-point behind.
desperately tried for the thrttJ
which would put Bates ahead
ThU picture of Cheiterfietd buyert injpecting tobacco
kick, which traveled over Sj
(Continued from page one)
eropi In »h« field before auction time is one of many
We learned to "take" direction from split the uprights but was
Intereiting icenes in the new book "TOBACCOCarlton Mabee '36 described the Po- a man who was a genius at spotting
yard too low and passed be;.ejj
LAND, O. S. A." This fascinating story of how Chestsition
of the Conscientious Objector the errors made by his cast. He Knew
erfields are made, from seed to cigarette, is yours
crossbar. There was no further
before the Young People's Fellowship in a flash who was out of chara--' jr,
for the asking. Moll your roouosf ro Uofort t Myora
ing until the fourth period, btfj
ToMcco Compeoy, HO m* A..n»., Now Torf» N. T.
forum at the Lewiston United Baptist who was merely manipulating inst» d
started on a march of its on i
Church last Sunday afternoon.
of acting out his assignment, and who third, carrying the bail all ttrqj
Mabee gave several concrete illus- was remembering "res when he should the Bobcats' 16. but Bafs «2
trations of good done by a policy of have been listening to the person and took the ball avay'ctetol
passive resistance as is being followed speaking. And when I say that we
The final period -air th'Sfnj
Copyright 1940, Llccm & MTEBS TOBACCO CO.
in India, Denmark, and, during the teamed how to "take" direction, I on their second touchdown l
past century, was followed in Hun- mean direction which was dealt out Taking the ball after Harrisotl|
with an iron hand and not merely kick to their cvn 45 yard
gary.
given as a suggestion. I had never Bobcats on successive runniul
Mabee said he could not reconcile
before realized how ably and subtly by Walker. Flanagan, and Ml
Christianity
and
fighting.
Evil
Is
not
JOE COLLEGE SOCKS - BOc
WOOL PLAID TIES - 55c
student casts are handled by their lone brought the tall to the la
the way to combat evil, the former
. PIGSKIN GLOVES - $1*5
instructors, with kid gloves and con- yard marker. From here, MkM
Rhodes scholarship nominee, mainSee MIKE BUCCIGROSS, College Agent
sideration that must become palling to ker tossed a pass to lySuffinil
The third mountain climb of tne tained.
the instructors after the same mis- reached the 2b be'ore btlar &t
year will be open to men and women
takes are repeatt d often enough.
To the Editor:
of all four classes accoraing to an anThe latter alternated with 1*1
Well, today is •%# day when patriotic r.uincement by Rnbert Langerman '42,
The most important thing I learned agan in lugging the leather, m
i Americas wave the flag and all the Outing Club director in charge of tne
was that sincerity is the biggest thing brought the bah to the iea*M
OK
MEN
T O R t
| children say, "America, here we come", affairs. Next Sunday's excursion will
(Continued from page one)
you can give to a role, and that the for a first down, the fotmlf
OPPOSITE
STRAND
THEATRE
205 MAIN STREET
Neither the exact date nor the sub, for today we reg'ster. preparatory to be to Tumbledoivn, and two busloads
world's best technician can't duplicate march. Three plunges mow'J
ject of the January lecture is definite
learning how to FEve civilization in a of students will make the trip.
a sincere performance for audience- to the one-foot lire, and or. *|
at this time. However, it is hoped that
military way.
play, Kates was over for *
Signups will be ?gain conducted as a rather noted literary figure will be appeal.
down, but an offside l
A few years agj the same patriotic they were last week, with a drawing obtained.
I saw on the stage of the theatre a
the score, and the pigskin »«■
Americans were waving a flag and by lot fo- the names of 'hose who will
dsimal,
tragic
dress-rehearsal
of
back to the six yard line, ft*]
To Discuss Nazis
saying, "Peace, it's wonderful", but ot be chosen for the trip. Drawings for
George Kelley's "Show-Off", with Joe
li\an made his second all*]
In
South
America
course times and conditions change the men will be helj in Chase Wall at
ti. Brown, turned into a great success
field goal, but the kick **n
On
Feb.
17
Ella
Belle
Davis,
soprano
1
p.
m.
Thursday,
and
for
the
women
things and what was right then is no
on its first night the following evening,
and Flanagan fell on the &n
who
has
created
something
of
a
stir
at 5 p. m. in Rand. Lists must be signlonger right now.
all due to a minute change of intergoal line for th° s'ore.
ed before the drawings on Thursday, in musical circles', will present a con- pretation.
Disillusionment comes the hard way and thi climbers must have the money cert of negro spirituals, operatic arias,
Art Belliveau .started f°r"
I saw bad performances of good time this season end alon?"^
to all of us and especially to young- ready at the time of the selections.
and classical music. Miss Davis will be
sters. Some of us have learned that
The buses will leave at 8 o'clock accompanied by her sister, Marie P. plays and vice-versa. And I saw one Buccigrosr, Mickey WsD*J
no matter how sincere our elders sound Sunday morning, and a special 7:30 Davis.
play become seven different plays in Flanagan, shone offensive* 1
to very bad, in one instance.
it is bi-st to be skeptical and look for breakfast will be available.
Mansfii-id crew Fcr the M
Ewart Edmund Turner, who spent
an ulterior motive whenever we hear
the same cast, ranging from excellent Harrison, triple threat
ten years in Germany as pastor of the
high sounding phrases especially where
the course of seven performances by brunt of the attack. leadin? «^
American Church in Berlin during
words concerned with Christianity, paAmusing incidents sprinkled our "ng threat with Vs passir.S'l
Hitler's rise to power, has been undertriotism, 'loyalty' Americanism, and
hard work every day, so that the one ning, and spark.".? the del* |
taking an investigation of Nazi peneour "way of life" are used fluently.
thing we were not, no matter how with his kicks.
tration in Latin America. Only reNEW 1941 SILVEVKTONE — PLASTIC
tired or worn we might be, was bored.
So
Johnny
git
your
gun:
you're
goTwo
street
cars,
loaded
to
capacity
cently
returned
to
the
United
States,
"Choice of Leading Commentators" — Plastic cabinet with 3rd dimenAnd everyone else was working as
ing to -ave civ':>at'cn Not the elde.s, with the larger part of some 215 fresh- Rev. Turner has compiled a compact
sional illuminated dial; 5-tubes; built-in aerial; superheterodyne circuit
hard as we werf, so we never found
$955 in Brown - 50c extra in Ivory
nor the statesmen nor the industrial- men, were the means of transportation and authoritative lecture entitled.
lists, but you are going to do the sav- for last Saturday's annual Stanton "Hitler Marches on South America", reason for complaint
ing, and remember while you do it, Ride. Or at least they transported the which he will present on Monday,
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I, for one, believe that the present
Nstional Defense program Is contrary and potato races, in addition to the 14 and 15 Ernst Wolff, baritone, who
to the Sermon on the Mount and when hike from the en4 of the trolley l'ne, was very popularly received at Bates
ALL THE NEW (fi\
forced with the choice between God served to whet the general appetite. last year, will sing to his own accomAUBCRH, KE.
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Coffee (recipe contributed by Dr. paniment a selection of German songs.
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Thomas Knowles '41.
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